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it appears that the website has Central time as the current time zone, not so still in
Pacific...today (the 3rd) was a day off, the day started out rainy and then we spent some time
getting re-energizer...Monday saw day 20 with 20.8 miles covered, we will take the 4th off as
well to either recoup or to play golf...speaking on dealing with what is, Tim Horton's in Osoyoos
has no salsa (I gotta have salsa on egg sandwiches!!!), so I gave Mikey-Dee's a shot, when
asked if I could have a handful of salsas that is just what the guy did, literally a whole handful,
he also gave me an extra cup of coffee, on the house, kids knows his stuff!!...the fist 8.5 miles of
the day were all uphill (really!!!) which is how comeI only got 20.8 in, next walking day should be
pretty good...saw two mother deers with their babies at the beginning of the day,
cute!!!...stopped at the Summit Cafe for coffee and dry out the feet, thanks to the guy from
Edmonton for alerting me that I was about to leave my phone behind, thanks again!!!...I did get
stopped by a couple having a domestic challenge, seems the driver (guy) got pissed off with his
partner (her) and at some point just after I waved to them as I was walking downhill he grabbed
her phone an threw it out the window!!!, now they are asking me if I saw it!!!, GOOD GRIEF!!!
Play nicely!!!...came across another baby deer only to find that it was stuck in a fence, what a
pitiful cry they make when they are in trouble, cut the fence with a Crescent wrench and set the
poor creature free, I don't think anything was broken, just tired from being stuck...so day twenty
is in the history books with just under 400 miles done...happy 4th of July to all my American
family and friends...cheers!!!
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